GENERAL COMMENTS: Above ceiling Mechanical field observation was issued this week, electrical observations to be issued.

- ACM panel sub contractor is on site working on the exterior.
- ACM panels on the radius have been removed with a crew directly from the manufacturer fixing the previously noted panel bowing.
- ACM eyebrow panels are complete.
- The interior ACM has not begun.
- MEP Ceiling Trim out has been delayed and needs to start.
- CCD for T&M was issued for the roof work and window e10 re-work.
- Grading at plaza area was ongoing after grade beam was installed.
- Custom sun shade work was ongoing.
- Picture and chair rail work was ongoing.
- Some light fixtures have started to be installed.
- Tape float and finish in the 4th flooring is moving along.
- WHLC observed the window e10 from an exterior 2-story lift to review remediation details.
- The large sun shading devices were being installed on 9-12-19.